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 Interior Development, Main Level 

 These spaces are being studied in detail as the architectural model and permitting plan sets are being developed. These are 
 detailed sketches and studies to both create, and communicate basic layouts, masses and volumes. Moving forward together with 
 you, the clients, we will detail, specify and personalize these spaces and all their elements, functions and uses to reflect 
 you and your families personalities, aesthetics, and needs. But this is part of my process to develop a dialogue with you. 

 Foyer 

 This is a view standing from the back corner of the entry looking out at the front door, stair, and through to the main level 
 study space. 

 Key plan: Entry 



 Interior Development, Main Level 
 Patricia’s Suite 

 This space is again just to start the dialogue and give you a visualization of her space. As we progress and further develop 
 the peripheral spaces such as the closets, the bathroom, built-ins, the mirrored barn sliding doors, and define in more detail 
 the storage and functional elements of her spaces as well as hard and soft finishes that coordinate and align with the rest of 

 the home's finishes and coordinated architectural detailing. 

 This is a perspective view standing from the back wall of Patricia's room, where the closet and bathroom entrances are, 
 looking through the space and out her windows and reading nook to her personal main level patio. 

 Note: 
 This was just rough watercolor to illustrate potential texture, depth, and contrast. I fully intend to personalize this with 
 her around her own unique tastes and personality. I just wanted you both, and her to be able to visualize it and see the 
 texture and tones and soft, clean, and organic mood that's emerging. Upholstery, millwork, lacquer finishes, wood species, 
 warm led soffit lighting, and her own splashes of personality will be incorporated as the I.D. finishes, specifications, and 

 Schedules are developed for the entire project. 

 Key plan: Patricia’s Room, Main level 



 Interior Development, Upper Level
 Great room, Dining area

 This space is still in Development architecturally. So I just tried to illustrate with a perspective a general sense of the
 space and in 2 dimensions a very rough initial furniture and flow layout on the floor plane. The overall texture and mood of
 this room will depend heavily on the architectural finishes and materials we specify moving forward. This space's feel and
 identity will closely mirror the materials finishes and mood of the kitchen, media lounge,and open stair tower creating the

 3rd floors sense of entry and importance.

 Great room as seen from the kitchen island looking out at the great room, terrace space, and ultimately the views beyond up
 valley. Again this entire space is still in development stages with architecture, and structural engineering and will be

 developed further in detail with you and the architecture teams.

 Key Plan: Great Room, Dining, Stair Hall, 3rd level



 Interior Development, Upper Level 
 Kitchen, Bar 

 Kitchen and bar looking from the great room as if you were standing just behind the great room sofa looking through the bar, 
 over the kitchen island and through to the breakfast nook area. To the left is the range, to the right is a large wall of 
 millwork containing a full height 30” Refrigerator and a full height 30” freezer with a counter space, storage and small TV 
 above. To the left and right of this millwork wall are openings into the Media lounge area which is intimate and comfortable 

 and creates a wonderful warm space for family lounging. 

 Key Plan, Kitchen Bar, 3rd Level 



 Interior Development, Upper Level 
 Media Lounge 

 This is the smaller room just to the right of the kitchen for intimate family gatherings and more comfortable family oriented 
 area for media. The square “bay window” detail in the breakfast area is repeated in this space to create an inviting chic 

 napping nook on the rear wall. This repeat in architectural elements also gives the rear wall balance.  In this image you are 
 standing in the entrance to Joe’s Zoom Room, and primary bedroom and laundry area entrance looking back through the Media 

 Lounge to the kitchen beyond. Between this area and the stair hall is a 52” opening and the powder room. Its adjacency to the 
 great room, Bar and kitchen make this a wonderful more intimate space for the Television and or reading. 

 Note: 
 This space is to offset the lack of a television in the great room, and gives a sense of privacy and intimacy to the 3rd level 

 that the more open and expansive great room and dining area may be less comfortable for smaller groups  . 

 Key Plan: Media Lounge, 3rd Level 



 Interior Development, Upper Level 
 “Joe’s Zoom Room” or Primary Suite Study 

 This is a view standing in the corridor between the Primary Bedroom, and the Media Lounge. Here there are pocket doors 
 separating all these spaces. This is an initial study sketch to illustrate how a fully Private Primary study for private 

 calls, meetings, or zoom calls can be laid out and programmed. This space would be about 7’ wide and about 13 feet deep. It 
 consists of storage towers, drawers, and 2 desk areas. And could be easily developed or outfitted with sound mitigation and 
 privacy. There is a very private pocket door towards the rear leading to the Primary W.C. and Bath areas, as well as a pocket 

 door separating from the primary bedroom and laundry entrances to the media lounge. 

 Note: 
 The millwork configuration, Lighting and layout here are just to illustrate and communicate this space's possible programming. 

 I would love to develop this in more detail with Joe and Jennifer to completely personalize it to all of Joe's potential 
 needs. We can develop and review this together to make it perfect for him. 

 Key Plan: “Joe's Zoom Room” or Primary Suite Study, 3RD Level 



 Interior Development, Upper Level
 Primary Bedroom

 This space will be further developed with Jennifer and Joe. All lighting, furniture, and finishes are just to illustrate
 texture and communicate the spacial flow and general feel of this incredible space with an entire wall of glass looking up

 valley. Again the homes running themes and textures will flow seamlessly into this space making it feel connected, Yet private
 and distinct. The barrier between public and private space will be highlighted here with a large focal pivot door that

 simultaneously allows the room to be open to the home and closed with enough weight to feel completely isolated visually and

 acoustically from the rest of the 3rd Level entertaining spaces.

 Primary Bedroom as seen from the pivot door separating the 3rd level stair entry landing.

 Note:
 The material above the headboard upholstery is a slat wood that is also repeated in the entry, kitchen and media lounges. This

 is just one of our “repeated textural elements that unite all 3 levels and all the spaces of this extraordinary home.

 Key Plan: Primary Bedroom Suite, 3RD Level



 Interior Development, Upper Level 
 Primary Bathroom 

 This Stunning space incorporates clearstory windows, antique mirrors and steel walls that compliment the horizontally divided 
 shower glass. Again this space was washed with watercolor to communicate light, texture and scale only, as we will develop 

 this space and its finishes and character together to create the perfect, serene spa-like space to accompany the open organic 

 sexy spirit of this primary suite. 

 This is a View of the Primary Bath, looking from the rear of this space, where the pocket door into “Joe’s Zoom Room” and the 
 door to the W.C.looking back to the vanities and the dressing table to the right, which leads through the dressing corridor 

 into the Primary Bedroom space. 

 Key Plan: Primary Bath, 3RD Level 




